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Abstract— We present a new model for people guidance
in urban settings using one or several mobile robots, that
overcomes the limitations of existing approaches, which are
either tailored to tightly bounded environments, or based on
unrealistic human behaviors. Although the robots motion is
controlled by means of a standard particle filter formulation,
the novelty of our approach resides in how the environment
and human and robot motions are modelled. In particular
we define a “Discrete-Time-Motion” model, which from one
side represents the environment by means of a potential field,
that makes it appropriate to deal with open areas, and on the
other hand the motion models for people and robots respond
to realistic situations, and for instance human behaviors such
as “leaving the group” are considered.

I. INTRODUCTION

The interest on developing social and cooperative robots
has significantly increased throughout the recent years. The
applications of this field are very diverse, from developing
automatic exploration sites [18], to building robot formations
for transporting and evacuating people during emergency
situations [5], [8].

Within the area of social and cooperative robots, arises one
important application which is that of using one or several
robots to guide a group of people. Similar applications have
been previously developed for guiding flocks of animals [16],
[19], although these approaches are constrained to closed
areas and only consider one robot.

In this work we present a new approach for guiding people
in open areas of urban settings using multiple robots acting
in a cooperative way. One of the robots is the leader, as a
human tour-guide. It is placed at the front of the group and
its role is to estimate the trajectory of both the people and
the rest of robots. The other robots, called shepherds, are
responsible for guiding the people, preventing any person
leaving the group, and following the path given by the leader.
An schematic of the situations we will consider is shown in
Fig. 1.

At the core of our approach lies a “Discrete Time Motion”
(DTM) model which is used to represent people’s and robot’s
motions. The DTM needs to predict people’s movements in
order to give the motion instructions to the robots. This is
done by means of a Particle Filter formulation [1], with the
particularity that takes into account realistic human motion
models.

Fig. 1. Guiding people using a group of cooperative robots.

The interaction with the obstacles of the environment,
such as buildings or benches, is considered through a po-
tential field, where the positions of people and robots are
represented by continuous and derivable functions. Since the
obstacles are assumed to be static, their positions are repre-
sented by constant functions. Using these parameterizations
each point in the space will have assigned a potential value,
which will be used to control the motion of all the robots.

In the remainder of the paper we start by discussing related
work. Section III shortly describes the people’s motion
model. Section IV describes the representation of the whole
environment by means of a potential field, and how this
is used guide the robot’s motion. Section V describes the
particle filter formulation we use to estimate position and
velocity of people and robots. Results and conclusions are
presented in sections VI and VII, respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

Developing social and cooperative robots is a quite novel
field within robotics. As a consequence the number of related
references is not very large, especially if we refer to the
challenge of guiding a group of people in urban areas. There
has been some research in using a single robot for guiding
people in exhibitions and museums [4], in hospitals or as
an assistant [7]. Nevertheless, the main purpose of these
robots was simply educational or to entertain, instead of



guiding people. Similar applications have been developed for
evacuating emergency areas, detecting hazardous materials,
or offering task assistance to humans. For instance, the first
known use of mobile robots for urban search and rescue,
was during the World Trade Center disaster [15]. This
situation proved that small robots have the unique capability
to collect useful data in emergency situations. Yet, these
robots were not specifically designed to guide people, and
they did not behave in a cooperative way. Animal flocks
were automatically controlled using a single robot in [16],
[19]. Again, the cooperative behavior of our approach is not
exploited in these methods, and the environment where the
systems are shown to work are highly controlled, do not
include obstacles and are tightly closed.

All the methods mentioned above consider either single
robots, or multiple robots moving independently from the
rest. To our knowledge, only a few works deal with multiple
robots behaving in a cooperative mode. For instance, [9]
performs a qualitative analysis of the movements of different
entities –such as humans or animals– and uses it to build
an architecture of three robots to guide them. However,
realistic situations, such as obstacles or dealing with people
leaving the group are not considered. In [14] several types of
robot formations, and different strategies for approaching the
robots to the people are considered. However all these issues
and the general movements of the robots are ruled by a large
number of heuristics which makes the system impractical.
Furthermore, in order to achieve the desired guiding results,
robot motions with almost infinite accelerations are required.

In contrast to the previous approaches, the “Discrete-Time-
Motion” model we propose, offers a framework to tackle
more realistic situations and without the need of using such
a large number of heuristics.

In the following sections we will describe the architecture
we developed to guide a group of people using several robots
behaving in a cooperative manner. The first component of
our system we will consider will be the model for the people
motion. We will next focus on the environment representation
we use. Finally we will give details on how people and robot
motions are estimated by means of a Particle filter.

III. MODELLING PEOPLE’S MOTION

In order to model people’s motion we will use the concepts
introduced by the works of Helbing et al. [10], [11], that
study the dynamics of pedestrian crowds from the “social”
point of view. More specifically, they describe the motion
of pedestrians based on social forces which are the result of
the internal motivations of the individuals to perform certain
motions. At first, one may think that these forces are chaotic
and not predictable. However, for some simple situations
they might be described through probabilistic models. The
three situations considered in the previous approaches are
the following:

1) The pedestrian wants to reach a certain destination as
comfortable as possible.

2) The motion of a pedestrian is influenced by other
pedestrians.

3) Pedestrians are sometimes attracted by other persons
–external to the group– or objects.

In fact, we will only take into account the first two
situations, since the last one would correspond to a person
leaving the group, which will be avoided by the robots that
will bring him back to the group. Let us now explain how
situations 1) and 2) are mathematically represented:

For the first situation, people usually take the shortest
path, which may be formally represented as the shape of
a polygon with edges ~r 1

α . . . ~r n
α := ~r 0

α , where α refers to a
given person and ~r 0

α the destination he/she wants to reach.
The desired motion direction ~eα(t) of a pedestrian α will

then be:

~eα(t) :=
~r k

α − ~rα(t)
‖~r k

α − ~rα(t)‖ (1)

where ~rα(t) is the current position and ~r k
α is the subsequent

edge of the polygon that will be reached. A deviation of
the desired speed, v0

α, from the current velocity, ~v 0
α (t) :=

v 0
α ~eα(t), may also exist due to deceleration or obstacle

avoidance processes:

~F 0
α (~vα, v0

α~eα) :=
1
τα

(v0
α~eα − ~vα) (2)

where τα is a relaxation term. In practice we set the term τ
to 0.5 for all the pedestrians.

Let us now consider the situation 2), when the pedestrian
motion is influenced by other pedestrians from the group.
This situation responds to the fact that each individual tries
to maintain an empty security volume surrounding him [20].
This is in fact a repulsive effect which we model through
the following vectorial quantity:

~Fαβ(~rαβ) = −∇~rαβ
Vαβ [b(~rαβ)] (3)

where Vαβ(b) is a repulsive potential which is assumed to be
a monotonic decreasing function of b with equipotential lines
having an elliptical shape. ~rαβ = ~rα − ~rβ . The parameter b
denotes the semi-minor axis of the ellipse and is given by:

b =

√
(‖~rαβ‖+ ‖~rαβ − vβ∆t~eβ‖)2 − (vβ∆t)2

2
(4)

where, vβ∆t is an approximation to the step size of a
pedestrian β.

Finally, we will consider the repulsive effect produced by
the distance that people trie to keep from the obstacles of
the environment. The nature of this force is the same we
just described between individuals, with the difference that
the obstacles do not move. If we denote by B the border of
an obstacle the repulsive effect it creates will be described
by:

~FαB(~rαB) = −∇~rαB
UαB(‖~rαB‖) (5)

where UαB(‖~rαB‖) is the repulsive and monotonically de-
creasing potential function, ~rαB = ~rα − ~rB , and B denotes
the position of the border B that is closest to the pedestrian
α.



IV. MODELLING THE MOTION SPACE

In this section, we will discuss the modelization we use to
represent the whole environment, made of an open and not
bounded area with obstacles, and how the elements of this
environment are related with the group of robots and persons.
The key element to represent these relations is the “Discrete
Time Motion” (DTM) model previously introduced, whose
goal is to estimate at each time instance the position and
velocity of every person, as well as to predict their future
states.

The DTM model has two components: The Discrete Time
component and the Motion component. The former estimates
position, orientation and velocity of the robots and persons,
and the position of the obstacles at a time instance k. It
will be used to estimate the intersection of the people with
the obstacles and detect if someone is leaving the group.
The Motion component estimates the change of position,
orientation and velocity of people and robots between to time
instances k and k +p. It will be used to compute the robots’
trajectory to reach the goal while preventing people leaving
the group.

Let us now describe in detail each of these components.

A. The Discrete Time Component

The first task of the Discrete Time component is to
estimate position, orientation and velocity of the robots
and persons. This is done with a standard particle filter
formulation, and we postpone the details of this filter until
Section V.

Then, the Discrete Time component aims to represent the
areas where the robots will be allowed to move, by means of
potential fields. To this end, we define a set of functions that
describe the tension produced by the obstacles, people and
robots over the working area. These tensions are computed
based on the area defined by a security region surrounding
each one of the persons, robots and obstacles.

More specifically, we first define the position and dimen-
sion of the working area. This will be a circle big enough
to include all the robots and persons, and placed in such
a way that its perimeter passes through the leader robot.
The obstacles placed within this area are also represented
(Fig. 2). Note that this working area changes over time, and
consequently the whole dimension of the environment is not
strictly limited.

In order to decide the trajectories the robots will follow
we will define a potential field over the working area, and
perform path planning in it [13]. To this end we will define
a set of attractive and repulsive forces. In particular, the goal
the robots try to reach will generate an attractive force pulling
the robots towards it. On the other hand, the obstacles will
generate a repulsive potential pushing a given robot away .
The rest of robots and persons will generate similar repulsive
forces, although with less intensity than the obstacle’s forces.

We parameterized all these attractive and repulsive forces
by Gaussian functions. For instance, the repulsive forces for

Fig. 2. Working area at a given time instance. The dimensions and position
of the working area changes over time.

people will be:

Tp(µp,Σp)(x) =
1

|Σp|1/2 (2π)n/2
e−

1
2 (x−µp)T Σ−1

p (x−µp)

(6)
where µp = (µpx

, µpy
) is the center of gravity of the person,

and Σp is a covariance matrix whose principal axes (σx, σy)
represent the size of an ellipse surrounding the person which
is used as a security area. A similar expression defines the
potential map associated to each robot.

These repulsive forces may be interpreted as continuous
probability functions over the entire space. Once they are
defined, the tensions at each point of the space may be
computed as the intersection of these Gaussians.

We can then define people and robots by the set
{(µx, µy), (σx, σy), v, θ, T}, where v and θ are the velocity
and orientation computed by the particle filter and T is
the associated tension. As we said, the variances (σx, σy)
represent the security area around each individual. This could
be set to a constant value. However, for practical issues one
may need larger security areas when the robots or persons
move faster. As a consequence, we changed appropriately the
values of the variances σx and σy depending on the velocity
parameter v.

In the case of the obstacles, we define their tension
as a set of Gaussian functions collocated at regular in-
tervals around their boundaries. Let us denote by X =
{(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)} the set of points evenly spaced
around the boundary. Then this boundary will be defined by:
{(xi, yi), (σxi , σyi), Ti} for i = 1, . . . , n, where Ti follows
Equation 6.

After having defined the tensions for each of the compo-
nents of the environment –i.e. robots, persons and obstacles–
we are ready to define the potential field. This is easily
computed as the intersection of all the Gaussian functions
for a given variances.

Once the potential field is known, we will define the
trajectories of the robots, based on the position of the persons
and the goal and following the paths with minimum energy
in the potential field. This will be explained in the following
section.



Algorithm 1 General strategy for guiding people
1: Obtain the start point and the goal point.
2: Compute the roadmap with the path planning.
3: Search the shortest path of the roadmap.
4: Mark every node of the shortest path as a subgoal.
5: for Every subgoal do
6: Act upon the situation (open path, narrow passages. . . )

carrying out the priorities.
7: Move to the next subgoal
8: end for

B. Discrete Motion Component

The Discrete Motion Component will decide the motion
strategies to be followed by the robots in order to achieve
their goals, which are following a path to reach a specific
position while preventing people from leaving the group.
Therefore, we will consider two different motion strategies:
(i) path planning till the goal, and (ii) shepherding strategies
for avoiding people leaving the group.

In the first case the robot motion is computed using a
simple path planning algorithm [12]. We first compute all the
possible paths to reach the goal, i.e, the roadmap. Among all
these paths, we then select the shortest one, and each node of
this path will be considered as a subgoal. The robots will then
move between consecutive subgoals avoiding people leaving
the group. This path planning is only performed by the leader
robot who transmits the computed path to the rest of the
robots.

The second case is the study of shepherding algo-
rithms [3], [6], which are inspired in the shepherd dogs. The
shepherding task is performed by all the robots except the
leader, that only carries out the function of a guide. The
rest of robots follow the strategy depicted in Algorithm 1.
Note that this algorithm does not explicitly consider safety
conditions for the persons; i.e, when the robots are working
it is necessary to satisfy a set of priorities for the safety of the
people, such as avoiding collisions. However this was already
taken into account when we defined the security areas in the
Gaussian functions parameterizing the tensions.

Algorithm 1 just presents the general shepherding strategy.
However, we may find several particular situations which
should be considered, such as guiding in open roads with
no obstacles, guiding in narrow corridors, moving closer the
group of persons or rescuing a group member that left the
group. In these particular situations one may have to design
especific algorithms. For instance, in the case of open roads,
the obstacles will not produce tensions and the robots will
have to “cover” wider areas to avoid people leaving the
group.

One important situation we must carefully consider is
the case when people escape from the group. We are not
aware of any approach tackling this problem. The solution
we adopt for this situation is to choose one of the robots
–the one closer to the individual who left– and bring him
back to the formation. For computing the trajectory that

Fig. 3. (a) Rectilinear trajectory. (b) Trajectory with an obstacle.

will be considered for intercepting the person who escaped
from the group, we first used a Particle Filter to estimate
the position and velocity of the person and compute the
interception point. Once the interception point Ok at time
k is obtained, it will become the next subgoal for the closer
robot, called Rk. Then, the trajectory the robot must follow
is computed as shown in Fig. 3(a): This trajectory is simply
the line passing through the robot Rk and tangent to a 1
meter diameter circle centered at the interception point.

As shown in Fig. 3(b), if the rectilinear trajectory contains
an obstacle, the path that minimizes tensions and is closer
to the subgoal will be chosen.

V. ESTIMATING POSITIONS AND VELOCITIES OF PEOPLE
AND ROBOTS

As we previously mentioned, in order to model the motion
space we need to estimate people positions and velocities.
This is done using a Particle Filter, whose particular imple-
mentation will be explained below.

Our main concern was to prevent humans and robots enter
in collision with each other and with the obstacles. This was
achieved by a modification of the measure update part of the
algorithm, as was previously suggested in [1] and [2]. Let
us see how we proceed:

The problem consists in estimating the dynamic state
of a nonlinear stochastic system, based on a set of noisy
observations. Our model can be written as follows:

xn = f(xn−1, un) (process equation)
yn = h(xn, vn) (observation equation) (7)

where f(·) and h(·) are some known nonlinear functions,
xn the state vector, yn the observation, and un and vn

are random noise components of given distributions. We
denote by x0:n and y0:n the signal and observation up to
time n, respectively, i.e., x0:n := {x0, . . . , xn} and y0:n :=
{y0, . . . , yn}. Our aim is to recursively estimate the poste-
rior distribution p(xn|y0:n), and the predictive distribution
p(xn+1|y0:n). We can write them following the standard



Algorithm 2 Measurement update algorithm
1: Draw samples from the function π(xn|y0:n) →{

x
(j)
n

}M

j=1
2: Compute the respective weights by:

w̄n
(j) =

p(yn|x(j)
n )N(xn = x

(j)
n , µ̄n,

∑̄
n)

π(x(j)
n |y0:n)

g(x(j)
n ) (10)

g(x(j)
n ) =

{
α if T (g(x(j)

n )) = 0, α >> 1
1

T (g(x
(j)
n ))

otherwise (11)

3: Normalize the weight as

w(j)
n =

w
(j)
n∑M

j=1 w̄
(j)
n

(12)

4: Estimate the mean and covariance by

µn =
M∑

j=1

w(j)
n x(j)

n

Σn =
M∑

j=1

w(j)
n (µn − x(j)

n )(µn − x(j)
n )T (13)

Bayesian filter equations:

p(xn|y0:n) = Cnp(xn|y0:n−1)p(yn|xn) (8)

C−1
n =

∫
p (xn|y0:n−1) p (yn|xn) dxn

p(xn+1|y0:n) =
∫

p(xn+1|xn)p(xn|y0:n)dxn (9)

The Particle Filter approximates the distributions of Equa-
tions. 8 and 9 by a set of weighted particles. The steps are
summarized in Algorithms 2 and 3. Initially, a set of M

particles X = {x(1)
n , . . . , x

(M)
n } from a so-called importance

sampling distribution π(xn) are generated. A weight w(j) =
p(x(j)

n )/π(x(j)
n ) is then assigned to each one of the particles.

If we write W = {w(1), . . . , w(M)}, the set {X, M} will
represent samples that approximate the posterior distribution
p(xn|y0:n).

In order to choose the sampling function π(·) we con-
sidered p(xn|y0:n−1) = N

(
xn, µ̄n,

∑̄
n

)
. What is new in

our particular implementation of the algorithm is how we
compute the weights based on the probabilities of our motion
space. To each particle we associate a position in the working
area and we recompute the weight using the probability in
that position based on potential field previously estimated.
As written in Equation 11, this reweighting is done using a
new function g(x(j)

n ), which re-adjusts the weights of all the
set of particles X = {x(1)

n , . . . , x
(M)
n }.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

The current work is done within the framework of the
European Project URUS [17], and the scenario where the
experiments will be performed corresponds to an urban

Algorithm 3 Time update algorithm

1: Draw samples from N(xn, µn, Σn) →
{

x
(j)
n

}M

j=1
2: for j=1,. . . ,M do
3: sample from p(xn+1|xn = x

(j)
n ) to obtain

{
x

(j)
n+1

}M

j=1
4: end for
5: Compute the mean µ̄n+1 and the covariance by Σ̄n+1

µ̄n+1 =
1
M

M∑

j=1

x
(j)
n+1

Σ̄n+1 =
1
M

M∑

j=1

(µ̄n+1 − x
(j)
n+1)(µ̄n+1 − x(j)

n )T(14)

area of about 10.000 m2 within the North Campus of the
Technical University of Catalonia (UPC). The area contains
different obstacles, such as buildings, benches and trash cans.
An schematic of the testing area is depicted in Fig. 4.

The results we will present correspond to different syn-
thetic experiments, some of them within the previous map.
In these experiments, the dynamical models of the persons
–we considered a group of 5 persons– will follow the
models described in Section III. We will assume a group
of two robots, that will move according to the motion model
computed in Section IV.B, after estimating the potential field.
The observations are simulated by adding Gaussian noise to
the real positions.

In order to make the problem tractable we discretized the
working area by means of a rectangular mesh. The resolution
and size of the mesh will depend on the number and density
of people (Fig. 5). Typical sizes are 15 × 15 meshes with
an internode distance of 25 cm. Note that this is only a
local discretization, and the mesh will move along the whole
environment of 10.000 m2. The tension values and potential
field will be computed on the nodes of the mesh.

We made three different experiments. In the first one
two robots guided a group of 5 people in an open area
without obstacles. Fig. 6 shows different time instances of the
simulation process. The left hand images represent a top view
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Fig. 4. North Campus of the UPC, Barcelona Tech Robot Lab



Fig. 5. Discretization of the working area using a local mesh.

of the environment map, in this case without obstacles. The
position of the two robots is plotted with circles and the five
persons are represented by asterisks. The right hand images
plot the corresponding potential field. Fig.6(a) shows the
initial configuration with the robots surrounding the group of
persons. In Fig.6(b) one of the individuals just left group, and
immediately after one of the robots followed him (Fig.6(c)).
In Fig.6(d) we plot the final configuration, where all the
persons reached the goal.

In the second experiment we introduced one obstacle
between the initial position of the group and the goal. Fig.7
shows different time instances, again assuming that one robot
needs to follow one of the individuals who left the group.

Finally, in the third experiment we show the performance
of our algorithm when the group of 5 people is moving across
the Campus area (Fig.8). Note that in this case the task of the
robots is made easier because the large number of obstacles
–buildings, walls, stairs– highly constrain the movement of
the persons.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented a new model to guide people in urban
areas with a set of mobile robots working in a cooperative
manner. In contrast to existing approaches, our method can
tackle more realistic situations, such as dealing with large
environments with obstacles, or regrouping people who left
the group. We presented various results in different situa-
tions: guiding in open areas, in areas with a single obstacle,
and urban areas with a large number of obstacles. In all of
these experiments we showed that the robots can act early
enough to satisfactorily guide group of people through a path
calculated previously.

We are currently working in improving the strategies with
several robots. For instance, we plan to study which is the
optimal number of robots depending on the number of people
and the configuration of the environment. We also plan to add
the path planning capabilities to the shepherd robots, and not
only to the leader. Finally, use smoother trajectories, instead
of piecewise rectilinear ones, is also part of the future work.
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Fig. 6. Experiment 1: Guiding people in an open area with no obstacles.
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